Year Groups: 5/6

Dates: 7th December 2020 (Newspaper Reports)

Genre:
Year 5 Success Criteria
Structural
-

Paragraphs
Use of key facts

Year 6 Success Criteria
Language

-

Time conjunctions
Formal tone
Third Person
Speech

Structural
-

Paragraphs
Use of key facts

Language
-

Time conjunctions
Formal tone
Third Person
Speech

Monday

Tuesday

Structure
Starter: Spelling – introduce
new rule with examples on
the IWB

WEEK ONE

LC: Can you answer
questions about a
newspaper report?

Starter: Statement, Question,
Command – read through the
explanation of each of these,
before sorting the sentences
provided into each of the
categories.
L.C. Can you infer and
deduce information from
witness statements?

T to share an example of a
newspaper report on the
IWB – how is this different
to other text types we have
looked at this year? How
does it compare to a diary
entry for example?

Introduce chn to a
situation…something has
happened but we were not
there to see it? What could it
be? How will we find out?

Model answering in full
sentences, including
examples of longer
questions that need
evidence from the text.
Task
Chn to answer the
questions with a focus on

Thursday

Friday

Language

Focus on retrieval skills

T to model reading through
the text and using it to find
and retrieve key information
– focus on where to find the
answers, including in the
headline and by-line.

Wednesday

Introduce chn to the mystery
event (Cluedo style) and a
range of witness statements –
what information can we get
from them? How do we
know? Can we deduce or
infer?
T to model using the clues to
make bullet points notes on
their recording sheets.
Task
Chn to visit the different
witness statements and use
them to work out what has
happened – using skills of
inference and deduction.

Starter: Review of spelling
rules – look, say, cover, write,
check activities linked to this
week’s rule
L.C. Can you identify the
structural features of a
newspaper report?
Around the classroom, display
a range of laminated
newspaper reports – allow the
chn time to read and discuss
them with a partner.
Chn to choose one to look at
in detail – which features can
you recognise? T to model
identifying a range on the IWB
and begin to think about their
purpose.
How are these features
different to those of a diary
entry? Are there any features
that are the same? TTYP
Task
Discussion task – use 3
different text types – identify
common and different features
in each of the examples and
talk about why they are used –
T to provide prompt

Planning
Starter: SQC recap – can we
write one of each category to
match the situation or picture –
how will each category be
different to the next? What sort
of word types or punctuation
do we need to use?
L.C. Can you identify and use
prepositions?
What is a preposition? Where
might we use it? Chn to read
through the sentence on the
IWB and identify all word
classes until one is left – the
preposition.
T to model the identification of
prepositions on a range of
sentences, including giving the
chn opportunities to add their
own suitable examples to a
sentence.
Model the completion of
example test questions as well.

Starter: Spelling Activity –log
on to Spelling Shed to find
activities and games linked to
this week’s spelling rules.
L.C. Can you identify the
5Ws in a newspaper
article?
Recap of features with a T or
F game.
What are the 5 Ws? What
do they relate to? T to
model these with an example
on the IWB.
Discuss which of these
features is the most
important / has the most
evidence of – why do you
think that is?
Are all of the Ws evidenced
in the text? Are some shown
in pictures or captions?

Task
Chn to work through the
coloured boxes to complete a
wide range of activities and test
questions.

Task
Chn to identify and record
the 5Ws from their
newspaper article – pick out
supporting evidence from
the text.

Plenary

Plenary

underlining key clues to
explain their answers.
Try to answer in full
sentences where possible.

Plenary
Reveal the event and how we
could have worked this out –
explain how each piece of
information was calculated
from the witness statements.

questions on the IWB to lead
discussions.
Plenary
Sort the sentences into
whether they would or would
not appear in a newspaper
report.

T to use this time to address
any misconceptions from the
work during the lesson.

Match the 5Ws to the
headline – can you figure out
which article they might
belong to? Explain your
reasoning.

Starter Activities
Tuesday
Sort these into statement, question, command:

Wednesday

Thursday
For each of these pictures, write a statement, command and question that could possibly match. Look at the example to help you.

1.

2.

3.

Lesson Tasks
Monday

Tuesday
(Witness Statements to be found in the attached folder)

Wednesday

Text 1

Text 2

Text 3

Thursday
Watch this video to support your understanding of prepositions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYd7dg2I-9k

Friday
Identify the 5W’s from this report: who, what, where, when, why – highlight the evidence for each one in the colours indicated:

